
 
 
 

Self Directed Groups:  
Access to the Tudor Galleries  
 
Thank you for booking a visit to the National Portrait Gallery. These notes are intended to support and enable 
a successful visit to the Tudor Galleries. Due to the popularity of the Tudor Galleries and the large number of 
taught sessions by the National Portrait Gallery’s Learning team in the spaces we ask that you note these 
guidelines.  
 
Booking your self-directed visit to the Tudor Galleries:  

 Only groups that have a booked self directed visit that specifically states entry to the Tudor Galleries 
may enter the Tudor Gallery spaces.  

 Those groups who have specifically booked entry to the Tudor Galleries have priority. 

 If your booking doesn’t specifically include entry to the Tudor Galleries please be aware that you 
may be asked to leave the Tudor Galleries by a member of Gallery staff in order to prevent 
overcrowding and to accommodate those groups who have specifically booked the use of the space.  

 Groups with a booked visit should exit the Tudor Galleries as soon as the allotted time has finished 
to ease overcrowding and so that other groups may visit Tudors Galleries comfortably. 

 We ask that visitors move aside if requested to do so by a member of Gallery staff, so all visitors can 
view the works clearly.   

 Due to the popularity of the Tudor Galleries advanced booking is essential. 
 

Planning your visit: 

 Plan your travel and arrival at the Gallery to ensure that you can enter the Tudor Galleries at your 
booked time.  

 Please call us on 020 7312 2483 if you are running late. Timed entry helps us manage the numbers of 
groups in the display at any one time.  Your late arrival may affect entry to the display for other 
groups.  

 If you cannot visit the Gallery on your booked day, please call us as soon as possible so we can offer 
the slot to other groups.  

 
On arrival:  

 The group leader should go to the Information Desk in the Main Hall to register their group. The group 
leader will be given a sticker that states the time of their self-directed visit to The Tudor Galleries. This 
sticker must be worn and clearly visible whilst visiting. 

 We ask that group leaders of self directed groups brief their groups before arriving at the Gallery. 
Please do not brief your group in the Main Hall – thank you.  

 
Resources: 

 The current display of portraits in the Tudor Galleries can be seen here: www.npg.org.uk/visit/floor-
plans/second  

 More information about recent research carried out on the Tudor portraits is available here: 
www.npg.org.uk/realtudors  

 
Cloakroom and Facilities:  

 School groups receiving a guided visit at the Gallery have priority use of the Schools Cloakroom.  All 
other groups may be asked to use the main Gallery Cloakroom for which there may be a charge. 
Lockers are available for £1. All belongings are left at the owner’s risk. 

 
The above information is in addition to the Gallery Guidelines information sheet  

 
We hope you enjoy your visit to the National Portrait Gallery 

 
Thank you 

 
www.npg.org.uk/learning      education@npg.org.uk     020 7312 2483 
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